
Introduction 
Do you ever wonder about doing it yourself vs. outsourcing 
or using a contract manufacturer? How do you build a  
business when your resources are limited?

Meet: Sharon Kevil.

Her business idea needed substantial funding to design, 
manufacture, and launch the sale of her truly unique line  
of furniture. At the time of business plan development  
Sharon had limited access to capital in a very capital- 
intensive business. 

Challenge 
Limited cash and resources to take this project to market.

Solution 
Map Sharon’s vision for the business with a specific plan for product devel-
opment and funding engagement at just the right time. This critical path 
plan included immediate action that got the results she needed as an entre-
preneur. 

The plan was time bound, realistic, and included stretch goals to provide 
additional opportunities if certain tasks were complete. We included pitch 
development to ensure the message and milestones matched. The most 
important part of this process was our ability to evaluate the optimum  
manufacturing route to get the product to market faster.  

This analysis was critical in the seed funding pitch and allowed the business 
to get to market with 75% less capital input.

CASE STUDY 

How do you build a  
business with no capital?
A common entrepreneurial  
question – answered!

 “ Brent was able to 
align my business 
requirements with 
funding needs.  
He was the first 
person who was 
able to “see” the 
opportunity of the 
full business and 
help me tell its 
story. His financial 
analysis and  
advice allowed  
me to validate my  
numbers and 
know I was ready 
to get funded.”

–  Sharon Kevil 
Founder of Forti Goods



Results 
1.  Successfully completed 2 rounds of investment funding 

2.  Build vs. Contract Analysis = speed to market. 

3.  Based on the optimized business model, Sharon hired the right team to 
launch the brand.

4.  Their unique products are sold online, direct to consumers.

How we Helped
1.  Clear understanding of cost balance between focusing on customer  

acquisition costs vs. capital investment for in-house production. 

2.  Pursued high growth opportunity with highly efficient expense structure.

3.  Developed Cash Flow mindset to analyze future financial opportunities 
against funding requirements

4.  Completed two venture funding rounds.

Watch more of Sharon’s story on our YouTube Channel, Entrepreneur 
Encounters - Episode 3.

Read more about Sharon Kevil and FortiGoods on their website and 
in these features in Forbes and Databird Business Journal.
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